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If you’re new to Twelve South, know everything we design is inspired by and 

created for Apple products. Our premium leather cases fit iPhones and iPads like 

a glove, our product colors complement Apple colors, and our designs enhance 

the look and feel of Apple products. We’re all in with Apple.

Along with beautiful accessories that enhance Apple products, we deliver 

exceptional customer service – to both retail and wholesale customers. We’re not 

only passionate about our products, we have a special appreciation for the Apple 

fans who purchase them.

On behalf of our small team headquartered in Charleston, South Carolina, thank 

you for taking a closer look at our products.

You can see more product photos and videos at twelvesouth.com
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Curve for MacBook
Elevates your Mac while raising the 

bar for MacBook stands (Page 12)
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SuitCase for MacBook
Tailored notebook case with interior pocket 

Minimal design. Maximum style. Meet SuitCase for MacBook. 

SuitCase for MacBook is a sharp dressed hardshell case tailored 

for those ready to shed plastic cases for a refined style on par 

with the look of MacBook. The grey textile exterior is punctuated 

with a signature diamond pattern that looks as comfortable in 

the boardroom as it does in casual settings. Slide open the dual 

zippers to reveal a soft, cushy micro suede interior. Slip a few 

documents or your Lightning cable into the interior pocket. 

Key Facts:

 · Minimalist hardshell case for carrying MacBook

 · Boardroom ready design with signature 
diamond pattern

 · Provides rugged protection for your notebook

 · Dual zippers, leather handle and elastic hinges 

Compatibility / Part Number:

 · MacBook Pro/Air 13-inch (12-2017)

 · MacBook Pro 16-inch, 2019-2020 (12-2018)
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Key Facts:

 · Handmade from genuine leather

 · Hidden compartment for documents, 
swatches, contracts, etc. 

 · Use BookBook as a case or sleeve

Compatibility / Part Number:

 · 13-inch MacBook Air/Pro, USB-C (12-2020)

 · MacBook Pro 16-inch, 2019-2020 (12-2011)

 BookBook for MacBook
Novel protection with a secret compartment

BookBook is the iconic MacBook case that makes a statement, while providing six-sided protection, 

wherever it goes. BookBook features premium leather hardback covers, a crush-resistant spine  

and soft microfiber lining to stylishly protect the newest MacBooks. What makes this case extra sweet  

is its hidden portfolio pocket. Use this secret compartment to hold printed photos, swatch samples, 

contracts, etc, - right underneath your MacBook. 

“Finally, there’s the beauty of these cases. Twelve South 
puts quality into all of their products, and the  

BookBook is their showstopper.” 
  – Apple World Today
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Key Facts:

 · Compact carrier for your MacBook  
charger, cables, and adapters

 · Velcro and elastic bands keep your  
gear organized and protected

 · Genuine leather exterior with  
tweed-lined interior 

Part Number:

 · 12-1729

BookBook CaddySack
Tame and carry your MacBook power and adapters with CaddySack

Stay organized with CaddySack, a handsome leather case designed 

to carry your MacBook essentials. If you own the latest MacBook, 

you know having zero USB ports means carrying several adapters, 

but keeping them organized and accessible is a pain. CaddySack has 

you covered. This leather organizer has a variety of elastic bands 

and pockets that neatly hold your MacBook Power Adapter, various 

dongles, and AirPods. Grab your MacBook and CaddySack when  

you head out the door and you’ll have all the accessories needed for  

the day or an extended business trip.
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   “Curve is a gorgeous, functional stand that is meant to 
display the MacBook as the work of art that it is.”

 –Mac Sources

Key Facts:

 · Modern, minimal stand for MacBook

 · Elevates screen 6.5 inches

 · Keeps 70% of the base exposed for  
optimal cooling

 · Allows for one-handed opening  
of MacBook 

Compatibility:

 · Apple MacBook

 · Apple MacBook Air

 · Apple MacBook Pro 

Part Number:

 · 12-1708 (Black)

 · 12-1915 (White)

Curve for MacBook
 Elevates your Mac while raising the bar for MacBook stands

Curve is an elegant, flowing aluminum stand designed for the most attractive laptop in the world, your MacBook. 

With its beautiful matte finish (in black or white) and improved ergonomic design, it is the ultimate partnership 

of style and functionality. Use your MacBook on Curve to create a more comfortable desktop with your favorite 

external keyboard and mouse, or use the combo with an external display to create the perfect dual-screen setup. 

When it’s time to go mobile, unplug and roll out leaving a modern sculpture behind. 
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 Curve Riser for iMac & Displays 
 

Height-adjustable stand for iMac & Displays 
( Page 16)

Curve for MacBook 
 

Desktop stand 
( Page 12)
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Curve Riser
Desktop stand for iMac and Displays

Key Facts:

 · Elevates iMac or external monitor for improved 
ergonomics

 · Integrated shelf stores hubs, hard drives and 
personal gear

 · Design complements Curve for MacBook, for a 
streamlined desk setup

 · Fits monitor bases up to 10-inches wide 

Part Number:

 · 12-1835

Elevate your iMac or external display with Curve Riser. 

Curve Riser is a premium metal stand inspired by Curve for MacBook. 

This sleek, fixed-height stand showcases and elevates your iMac, 

iMac Pro or external display to a more comfortable viewing height. 

The convenient storage shelf holds hard drives, hubs and personal gear. 

The metal shelf’s ventilated design keeps optimal airflow for gear and 

devices. The storage area is even large enough for audio interfaces or 

even a Mac mini. Elevate the look and comfort of your workspace with 

Curve Riser.
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HiRise
 Adjustable stand for laptops

Designed for laptops (and people) of all sizes. HiRise for MacBook is 

a beautifully designed, height-adjustable stand that does what fixed 

stands can’t do – elevate your Macbook from a few inches up to a half 

foot off your desk. Pair your MacBook with a wireless keyboard and 

mouse, and you’ll see HiRise as more of an upgrade  

than an accessory. 

Key Facts:

 · Raises MacBook up to six inches to your  
ideal ergonomic viewing height

 · Aligns MacBook with external display for  
the ultimate dual-screen workstation

 · Pairs with a full-size keyboard and mouse  
for a more comfortable set up

Compatibility:

 ·  All MacBook models

Part Number:

 · 12-1222
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HiRise Pro for iMac and Displays
Elevates iMac and displays to a whole new stratosphere

Improve your view. Hide desk clutter. HiRise Pro is a beautiful beast  

of a stand that boosts your iMac or monitor to one of four height 

variations for reduced neck strain while working. To reduce desk clutter, 

the all-metal stand doubles as a gear garage for hiding your wallet, 

AirPods, hubs, and hard drives. This sleek stand includes a double-sided 

gunmetal / walnut veneer front plate so you can tailor the stand to  

your environment.

Key Facts: 

 · Height-adjustable stand for iMac  
and displays

 · Internal storage for hard drives,  
personal items, or excess cables

 · Leather valet top for items such as  
iPhone, keys, etc. 

Compatibility:

 · Apple iMac

 · Apple iMac Pro

 · External displays with a base width  
of 10 inches or less 

Part Number:

 · 12-1719
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 BookArc 
 

Vertical desktop stand 
for MacBook ( Page 24)
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BookArc for MacBook
Turn your MacBook into a desktop.

Meet BookArc, the most popular vertical MacBook stand in the world. 

Don’t lose precious desk space when using MacBook to run your 

desktop setup - simply slide your MacBook into the silicone slot, 

connect it to an external display, add a full-size keyboard and mouse 

to enjoy the comfort of a desktop setup.

Ready to hit the road? Unplug MacBook and BookArc’s newly 

designed cable-catch feature keeps your cables from falling to the 

floor. Three interchangeable inserts ensure BookArc will be the  

perfect home for your MacBook.

Key Facts:

 · Declutters and simplifies your desktop space

 · Optimizes your fullsize display’s video performance 

 · Improves airflow for your mackbook

 · Interchangable inserts allows BookArc to adapt to your latest MacBook

 · Cable-catch feature keeps cables managed and from falling to the floor 

Compatibility:

 ·  MacBook Air w/Retina Display (2018 - Current)

 · MacBook Pro w/Thunderbolt 3, USB-C ( 2016-Current)

 · MacBook Air (Late 2010 - Current)

Part Number:

 · 12-2004 (silver)

 · 12-2005 (space grey)
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ParcSlope for MacBook
Low-profile desktop wedge for MacBook + iPad Pro

The minimal desktop stand you can type and sketch on. 

ParcSlope is a dramatic redesign of our hybrid stand that elevates your MacBook or iPad screen higher 

– while tilting your device at desk level for more comfortable typing and drawing. With MacBook, this 

gives you the extra screen height you need, without giving up the use of your MacBook keyboard or 

trackpad. When used with iPad, ParcSlope securely tilts your iPad at an 18-degree angle, which makes 

everything from annotating an image in Notes to sketching in Paper with Apple Pencil feel more natural 

and comfortable. ParcSlope features an innovative design update to offer more flexibility between devices.  

Integrated cable management keeps all your cables and connections nearby, while a top silicone ridge is the 

perfect perch to store Apple Pencil when not in use.

Key Facts:

 · Raises screen to more comfortable eye level

 · Angles iPad for sketching and creative work 

 · Increases cooling and airflow around MacBook

 · Cable management keeps connections  
handy and accessible 

Compatibility:

 ·  All Apple MacBooks

 · iPad, iPad Air and iPad Pro 

Part Number:

 · 12-1423 (Matte Black)
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BackPack
 Adjustable shelf for iMac

The little shelf that’s out of sight, but not out of reach. BackPack is a sleek, sturdy shelf, available in silver or 

black, designed exclusively for your iMac. Hang one or two of these gorgeous thin steel shelves on the back 

of your iMac to hide hard drives and USB peripherals, or to display awards, Stormtroopers, business cards, or 

flowers. Included vertical support pegs prop up tall drives or a favorite album from your vinyl collection. Half 

the fun of owning a BackPack is being creative with what you display or store on it.

“The iMac shelf you probably never  
  knew you needed.” – John Brownlee, Cult of Mac

Key Facts: 

 · Holds up to 3.5 pounds of hard drives  
or other peripherals – even MacBook

 · Built-in cable management rails keep  
cables organized

 · Included support pegs hold  
vertically-oriented peripherals 

Compatibility:

 · Apple iMac / iMac Pro

 · Apple Thunderbolt / Cinema Displays  
with metal L-shaped desk stand

 · Not compatbile with 24-inch M1 iMac

Part Number:

 · 12-1302 (Silver)
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Key Facts:

 · All USB-C equipped MacBooks and iPads

 · Desktop-length cable allows connections and  
 power to be located out of sight or behind your  
 desk, creating a tidy workspace

 · Additional Compact Travel Cable stows away  
 directly inside StayGo

 · Connections include: 4K HDMI, Gigabit Ethernet,  
 USB-A 3.0 (x3), independent SD + Micro-SD card  
 slots and 85W USB-C pass-thru power

Compatibility:

 · MacBook or iPad

Part Number:
 · 12-1907

StayGo USB-C Hub
The first desktop-friendly USB-C hub

When looking for a USB-C hub, you’ll notice most plug in right next to your MacBook - creating a rat’s nest 

of cables and cords hanging off the side. Yuck. StayGo delivers all the ports you need, but with a setup long 

enough to neatly tuck away and keep the front of your workspace clean and tidy. Plug in StayGo to connect 

to all your desktop gear and power - hidden out of sight, but ready to go.
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PlugBug Duo
Supercharge your MacBook charger

Since the newest MacBook with USB-C lacks the traditional USB ports  

to charge your iPhone, iPad, wireless headphones, Magic Mouse, etc., 

there’s PlugBug Duo. Snap PlugBug Duo onto your Apple MacBook Power  

Adapter to get back two traditional USB charging ports so you can  

charge your MacBook, iPhone, and battery pack or AirPods all from one 

outlet. It’s the perfect accessory for crowded airports, coffee shops,  

or office power strips. PlugBug Duo includes five international adapters 

to keep your Mac and USB-powered electronics charged in more than  

150 countries.

Key Facts:

 · Adds two traditional USB charging ports to 
your MacBook Power Adapter 

 · Charges three items from just one outlet 
(MacBook + two USB charged devices) 

 · Adapts MacBook to more than 150 countries  
with five included adapters 

 · Available 2.1A rapid-charges all iPhones 
and iPads

Compatibility:

 · Charges iPad (all versions with Lightning)

 · Charges iPhone (all versions)

 · Compatible with all USB-C MacBook: 
 · Power Adapters 
 · MagSafe or MagSafe 2 Adapter 
 · USB-A charging cable (not included)

Part Number: 

 · 12-1706
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MagicBridge
Connects Apple’s wireless keyboard to Magic Trackpad

MagicBridge connects Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2 to your Apple Magic 

Keyboard, creating the sleek, one-piece input device you’ve been 

dreaming of. MagicBridge creates an amazingly efficient keyboard 

you can pair with iMac, MacBook, or your Apple home theater 

setup. Use it on your desk, the sofa, or anyplace else you use 

your Apple Magic Keyboard and Apple’s Magic Trackpad 2.

Key Facts:

 · Works with Apple Magic Keyboard 
(MagicBridge), Magic Keyboard with Numeric 
Keypad (MagicBridge Extended) and Magic 
Trackpad (not included)

Compatibility:

 · Magic Keyboard, Magic Keyboard with 
Numeric Keypad and Magic Trackpad (versions 
charged via Lightning cable)

Part Number:

 · 12-1633 (MagicBridge White)

 · 12-2024 (MagicBridge Extended White)

 · 12-2025 (MagicBridge Extended Black)
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SurfaceSnap
Upgrade your cable management options in a big way

SurfaceSnap reinvents cable management in the form of elegant 

leather bands with metal button snaps. Attached to nearly any 

surface, SurfaceSnap keeps charging and computer cables tidy and 

from slipping to the floor. You can attach these thin leather bands 

to monitors or stands like Curve for MacBook. Adding and removing 

cables to SurfaceSnap is literally a snap. SurfaceSnap’s strong 

adhesive leaves no trace when removed. Available in Black or Dove 

Grey, each SurfaceSnap pack includes two single and one double-

winged cable organizer.

Key Facts:

 · Ultra-slim, genuine leather cable organizers 
with a metal snap

 · Elegant enough to add cable management 
in places you never would before

 · Semi-permanent adhesive sticks to nearly 
any flat surface

 · 3-Pack includes 2 singles and 1 double-winged 
SurfaceSnap

Part Number: 

 · 12-2022 (Black)

 · 12-2023 (Dove Grey)
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ActionBand 
 

Take your Apple Watch to the 
gym and beyond ( Page 46)
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Key Facts:

 · Premium leather, all-in-one iPhone case, wallet and viewing stand

 · Fully-removable MagSafe compatible iPhone shell

 · Built-in protective pocket for Apple Card or ID

 · Magnetic tab keeps phone and wallet closed

 · Holds bank cards and cash or receipts

 BookBook for iPhone
A wallet case, removable shell, and display stand, all-in-one

BookBook for iPhone streamlines your everyday carry by combining a wallet and iPhone case into a little 

luxurious leather book. There’s room for your ID, bank cards and cash. Your iPhone is securely and safely 

held in a MagSafe-compatible leather shell so you can easily separate your wallet and phone for charging 

or times when you only need your iPhone. It’s like getting two cases in one.

Part Number:

iPhone 13

 · 12-2130 BookBook for iPhone 13 Mini (Brown) MagSafe

 · 12-2131 BookBook for iPhone 13 Mini (Black) MagSafe

 · 12-2132 BookBook for iPhone 13 (Brown) MagSafe

 · 12-2133 BookBook for iPhone 13 (Black) MagSafe

 · 12-2134 BookBook for iPhone 13 Pro (Brown) MagSafe

 · 12-2135 BookBook for iPhone 13 Pro (Black) MagSafe

 · 12-2136 BookBook for iPhone 13 Pro Max (Brown) MagSafe

 · 12-2137 BookBook for iPhone 13 Pro Max (Black) MagSafe
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SurfacePad for iPhone
Ultra-slim luxury leather cover for iPhone

Feather light and razor thin, SurfacePad for iPhone is a beautifully slim leather cover designed to shield the front and 

back of your phone from scratches. Inside this Napa leather jacket are two cards slots for all-in-one convenience. 

And yes, SurfacePad is fully MagSafe compatible! With slots inside the front cover, there’s no need to remove 

SurfacePad to access your cards or charge your phone. Don’t hide your iPhone in a bulky plastic box - get SurfacePad 

for a more minimal, more comfortable everyday protection.

Key Facts:

 · Ultra-slim cover that protects the surface of iPhone  

 · Fully MagSafe compatible with cards attached

 · Crafted from luxuriously soft Napa leather  

 · Two interior pockets for ID / bank cards

Part Number:

iPhone 13

 · 12-2118 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 Mini (Black)

 · 12-2119 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 Mini (Cognac)

 · 12-2121 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 (Black)

 · 12-2122 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 (Cognac)

 · 12-2124 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 Pro (Black)

 · 12-2125 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 Pro (Cognac)

 · 12-2127 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 Pro Max (Black)

 · 12-2128 SurfacePad for iPhone 13 Pro Max (Cognac)
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PowerPic mod
Charge your phone beautifully

PowerPic mod is a world-class wireless phone charger with a design as 

radical as wireless charging itself. With a mix of modern elegance and 

versatile charging options, PowerPic mod charges all phones, including 

phones in cases, with an aesthetic that looks like nothing else. The 

lucite-framed PowerPic mod can be positioned vertically or horizontally 

and is even customizable with any 4x6 photo or room-matching graphic. 

Wirelessly charge your phone on the stand that looks more like a work of 

art than a typical charging dock.

Key Facts:

 · Beautiful wireless charger that complements 
your interior design

 · Compatible with all wireless charging mobile 
phones (MagSafe, non-MagSafe, Android, etc)

 · Customizable with any 4x6 photo or custom 
graphic

 · Uses any 20-watt USB-C power adapter 
(not included)

Part Number: 

 · 12-2019 (White)

 · 12-2037 (Black)
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Forte for MagSafe 
A step above other iPhone 12 & 13 charging stands

Forté for iPhone is a modern wireless charging stand made exclusively 

for iPhone 12 & 13 and the Apple MagSafe Charger. Snap your MagSafe 

Charger into Forté and you instantly have a clever way to dock your 

iPhone 12 or 13 while it wirelessly charges at a speedy 15 Watts. Forté 

magnetically holds your phone vertically or horizontally for hands-free 

use. As a bonus, the platform tilts up to 70-degrees to create the perfect 

viewing angle or even a charging pedestal for your AirPods. When it’s 

time to travel, your MagSafe charger easily pops out to go.

Key Facts:

 · Pairs with MagSafe Charger for fastest wireless 
charging possible

 · Holds iPhone in portrait or landscape and tilts 
70-degrees 

 · Use as a pedestal charger for AirPods and 
AirPods Pro

 · Easily insert and remove MagSafe Charger (not 
included) for travel

Part Number: 

 · 12-2020
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ActionBand 
Take your Apple Watch to the gym and beyond

ActionBand is the most comfortable, wrist-friendly way to wear your 

Apple Watch during workouts. Seriously. Made of soft terry cotton, 

ActionBand hugs your wrist, keeping your Watch in consistent contact 

with your skin for accurate activity tracking. You can even slide the 

stretchy band up your forearm when needed. After your workout, toss 

ActionBand into the wash with your gym clothes and switch back to 

your clean (and dry) regular band for the rest of your day. ActionBand 

includes two matching bands, one with a Watch frame and one without.

Key Facts:

Ultra-comfortable fit for wrist or forearm

Frame protects Apple Watch from nicks & dings

Includes Apple Watch ActionBand & matching 
wristband

Fully machine washable

Compatible with Apple Watch Series 4/5/6

Available for 40mm and 44mm Apple Watch 
models

Part Number: 

 · 12-2116 (40mm)

 · 12-2117 (44mm)
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ActionSleeve 2 
Maximum flexibility 

for maximum flex

ActionSleeve is a fabric armband 

that helps you expand the 

way you work out with Apple 

Watch by giving you the option 

to wear it wherever it’s most 

comfortable, not just the wrist. 

When placed higher on your 

arm, ActionSleeve still keeps 

the sensors on Apple Watch in 

close contact with your body so 

you can continue closing rings 

and monitoring your steps. As a 

bonus, ActionSleeve surrounds 

& protects your Apple Watch from 

nicks & dings while keeping its 

digital crown fully accessible.

Key Facts:

Offers the flexibility to wear Apple Watch where 
it’s more comfortable or works better for your 
particular sport or activity

Keeps sensors in contact with skin to track 
workouts, heart rate, etc.

Easily switch between your favorite watch bands 
and ActionSleeve

ActionSleeve 2 is designed for Apple Watch 
Series 4, 5, 6 and SE

Part Number: 

 · 12-2035 (40mm)

 · 12-2036 (44mm)
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PlugBug Slim
Our first ultra-thin USB-C wall charger

PlugBug Slim is the first ultra-thin USB-C wall charger for iPhone, iPad, 

AirPods and HomePods from Twelve South. This space-saving charger 

is just 0.67 inches (17mm) thick, making it look like part of the wall. 

No need to move your desk or nightstand to plug in your phone charger. 

 PlugBug Slim has 20 watts of power to charge your iOS devices at 

full speed. As a bonus, the prongs fold flat, making PlugBug Slim an 

ideal travel charger. Get the charger that’s sleek and slim - just like the 

devices it charges.

Key Facts:

 · Ultra-slim, space-saving USB-C charger

 · 20-watts to charge all iPhones & iPads at 
full speed

 · Folding prongs make it travel, pocket and 
purse-friendly

Part Number: 

 · 12-2113
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BookBook for iPad
Modern tech meets vintage style (Page 56)
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Compass Pro
 A new Compass Pro for a new iPad

The new iPad Pro is a creative pro’s dream. Now, meet its easel.  

The completely redesigned Compass Pro is a versatile all-metal  

folding stand that holds your iPad at three different angles –  

both vertically and horizontally. Use Compass Pro as a hands-free  

display stand, an active desktop stand for interacting with iPad,  

or as a typing/sketching wedge. This solid steel stand has soft  

silicone in the right places. It’s strong, stable, and folds flat to  

go wherever your iPad roams.

Key Facts:

 · Holds iPad at three different angles 
for hands-free (or hands-on) use 

 · Super-stable metal design supports 
even the largest 12.9 iPad Pro 

 · Second leg tilts iPad up to a more  
comfortable typing or sketching angle 

 · Folds flat for complete portability and  
works with most iPad covers and cases

Compatibility:

 · All models of iPad Pro, iPad Air and iPad

Part Number:

 · 12-1805 (Gunmetal)

 · 12-1834 (Matte Black)
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HoverBar Duo
Adjustable arm for iPad

HoverBar is an adjustable arm that lets you 

expand how you use iPad. At your desk, 

HoverBar’s weighted base allows you to use 

it as a desktop stand alongside your Mac with 

SideCar to keep an eye on your calendar, stock 

feed or for hands-free FaceTime collaboration. 

Install the clamp onto HoverBar, and attach it to 

the ledge  of your desk, tables or to you kitchen 

cabinets - holding your iPad up off the counter 

so you can follow a recipe while keeping your 

iPad out of the spill zone.

Key Facts:

 · Includes both weighted desktop stand and shelf clamp for  
maximum flexibility

 · Holds iPad up to two feet in the air and all the way down to the base 

 · Perfect for hands-free video calls, 2nd screen Mac Sidecar, iPad  
kitchen use, etc

 · Creates a flexible iPad desktop workstation with external keyboard + 
trackpad 

Compatibility:

 ·  Fits all iPad models & sizes, even with most cases attached

 · Clamp attaches to edges up to 1.5 inches thick

Part Number:

 · 12-2021
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BookBook  Cover for iPad
Hardback Leather Cover for iPad & Keyboard

BookBook Cover includes the most requested 

feature in a BookBook for iPad: room for your 

smart keyboard. That’s right. BookBook Cover 

keeps your iPad and your favorite conected 

keyboard safely together and protected between 

two hardback book covers. Open BookBook and 

type away in the office, coffee shop, airplane tray 

table or wherever work or adventure takes you. 

BookBook cover also has an interior pocket for 

documents, a small notebook or your USB-C Cable.

Key Facts:

 · Unique book design carries & protects iPad with attached keyboard 

 · Interior pocket for storing papers and charging cable 

 · Fits iPad and all Apple iPad connected keyboards including Apple  
Magic Keyboard,   Smart Keyboard Folio and Smart Keyboard 

 · Fits iPad, iPad Air and iPad Pro

Compatibility / Part Number:

 · BookBook Cover for 11” iPad (12-2014) 

 · BookBook Cover for 12.9” iPad (12-2015)
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BookBook Case for iPad
Modern tech meets vintage style

BookBook for iPad is a gorgeous leather case designed to fit the family of iPads like a glove.  

Each BookBook is a handmade, one-of-a-kind, hardback leather case designed to protect and enhance your 

iPad experience. The BookBook for iPad allows you to keep your Apple Pencil connected and charging via 

the iPad’s magnetic charging station so it’s ready when you are. When your work is done, know that your 

iPad is safely housed in a protective portfolio designed for the digital world.

Key Facts:

 · A built-in typing/sketching angle protects your 
wrists for long sessions on iPad 

 · An incorporated display stand allows you to show 
your work anywhere 

 · Hardback covers, crush-resistant spine, and a soft 
interior lining keep iPad safe wherever you go  

Compatibility:

 · iPad Air (4th generation)

 · iPad Pro 12.9-inch (3rd and 4th generation)

 · iPad Pro 11-inch (1st and 2nd generation) 

Part Number:

11-inch iPad Air / Pro

 · 12-2012 (Brown) 

12.9-inch iPad Pro

 · 12-2013 (Brown) 
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BookBook for iPad
Modern tech meets vintage style

BookBook for iPad is a gorgeous leather case designed to fit the family of iPads like a glove. Each 

BookBook is a handmade, one-of-a-kind, hardback leather case designed to protect and enhance 

your iPad experience. As an added bonus, BookBook for the iPad has an incorporated sleeve to keep 

your Apple Pencil right where you need it. When your work is done, know that your iPad is safely 

housed in a protective portfolio designed for the digital world.

Key Facts:

 · A built-in typing/sketching angle protects your 
wrists for long sessions on iPad 

 · An incorporated display stand allows you to show 
your work anywhere 

 · Hardback covers, crush-resistant spine, and a soft 
interior lining keep iPad safe wherever you go 

 · iPad Pro and iPad (9.7”) versions include Apple 
Pencil storage in the spine 

Compatibility:

 · iPad Pro

 · iPad mini

 · iPad Air 

Part Number:

iPad Air (3rd gen.)

 · 12-1749 (Brown)

iPad (7th and 8th gen.)

 · 12-1749 (Brown) 

iPad mini 5

 · 12-1924 (Brown)

 · 12-1925 (Rutledge) 

 BookBook for MacBook 
( Page 9)

 BookBook for iPad 
( Page 63)

 BookBook for iPhone 
( Page 41)

 BookBook CaddySack 
( Page 10)
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BookBook  for Kindle Paperwhite
A case as captivating as the stories inside.

BookBook for Kindle Paperwhite is a vintage-inspired one-of-a-kind case as interesting as the stories 

inside. Made with hand-distressed, genuine leather, BookBook enhances the joy of reading by putting 

a real book spine in your hand. What makes this case even more novel is the folding kickstand that 

props up your Kindle for hands-free reading. Dual zippers keep the hardback covers safely closed, 

while allowing you to charge you Kindle inside. This gorgeous leather cover also disguises your Kindle, 

protecting it from theft. Enhance the story of your Kindle Paperwhite with BookBook.

Key Facts:

 · Made of genuine top grain leather 

 · Rigid spine provides the feel of a real book 

 · Built-in kickstand for hands-free reading 

 · Hardback covers provide excellent protection

 · Disguises your Paperwhite, protecting it from theft

Compatibility / Part Number:

 · Kindle Paperwhite 10th generation 

 · 12-2001
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HoverBar Duo 
 

Adjustable arm for iPad 
( Page 59)

CableSnap
 Leather cable organizer

These dapper leather wraps keep your cables neatly coiled and tangle-free. Sold in packs of three, 

each set includes one large and two small cable-managers. Without cable wings on the new MacBook 

power adapters, your two-meter USB-C charging cable can get unruly fast. Use the large CableSnap to 

keep it neat and tidy when you’re on-the-go. The small snaps are great for things like your Lightning 

Cable and EarPods/earbuds. Designed to stay put, a strong metal snap keeps each CableSnap 

securely closed, while the incorporated cable loop keeps your wraps attached to cords when they 

are uncurled and in use. CableSnaps are available in three colors: Black, Cognac and Dove Grey.

Key Facts:

 · Sold in pack of three - one large / two small

 · Made from genuine leather

 · Metal button snaps keep them securely closed

 · Built-in cord loop keeps them connected to cables

Part Number:

 · 12-1716 (Black)

 · 12-1717 (Cognac)

 · 12-2023 (Dove Grey)
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StayGo mini
More ports for more productivity

StayGo mini USB-C Hub makes editing video and photos or polishing presentations on your iPad 

Air or iPad Pro much more convenient. How? By giving you four more ports to get things done. With 

a headphone jack, USB, USB-C and an HDMI port, you can connect and power your most essential 

accessories. Connect StayGo mini directly to your iPad or use the included 19-inch long cable to place the 

hub below your Magic Keyboard or HoverBar Duo. Maximize the power of your iPad with a StayGo mini.

Key Facts:

 · USB-C hub connects peripherals to your iPad 
or MacBook

 · Four ports: USB-A, HDMI, headphone/audio out 
and USB-C power

 · Pass-through power to charge or power accessories 

 · Connects directly to iPad or below with the 
included cable

Part Number:

 · 12-2039
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Products for 

Audio  

AirFly Pro / Duo

AirSnap

AirSnap Pro
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AirFly Pro for Wireless Headphones
The ultimate wireless headphone adapter  

AirFly is a wireless headphone adapter that lets you use your favorite wireless headphones or earbuds 

in places that only have a headphone jack - like airplanes and treadmills. Plug this tiny transmitter into a 

headphone jack to listen to in-flight movies or the TVs at the gym. AirFly Pro lets two people listen to the 

same soundtrack, podcast or music with their favorite noise-cancelling headphones or AirPods.

Key Facts:

 · Allows wireless headphones to connect to 
wired headphone jacks 

 · Pair two sets of headphones at once for 
shared listening

 · Send music from your phone to the AUX-IN 
in your car or boat

 · Built-in battery lasts up to 16 hours  
and recharges via USB-C

Compatibility:

 · Most wireless headphones 

 · Apple AirPods & AirPods Pro

Part Number:

 · 12-1911
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AirFly Duo for Wireless Headphones
Share audio with two pairs of wireless headphones regardless of brand

AirFly Duo is a wireless headphone adapter that 

lets you use your favorite wireless headphones 

or earbuds in places that only have a headphone 

jack - like airplanes and treadmills. Plug this tiny 

transmitter into a headphone jack to listen to  

in-flight movies or the TVs at the gym.

AirFly Duo lets two people listen to the same 

soundtrack, podcast or music with their favorite 

noise-cancelling headphones or AirPods.

Key Facts:

 · Connects two pairs of wireless headphones  
to any wired headphone jack

 · Enjoy music, movies and entertainment  
with a friend 

 · Easy-to-use dual button design pairs both 
headphones in seconds 

 · Built-in battery lasts 20+ hours & includes  
pass-through charging

Compatibility:

 · Most wireless headphones 

 · Apple AirPods & AirPods Pro

Part Number:

 · 12-1914

AirFly USB-C for Wireless Headphones
Connects two pairs of wireless headphones to iPad Pro or USB-C device

Music, movies and games are made for sharing. 

That’s why AirFly USB-C lets two people use their 

favorite wireless headphones with USB-C devices 

like iPad Pro and MacBook. Pair two sets of your 

favorite noise-cancelling headphones or AirPods to 

one iPad Pro or MacBook. Then you and your travel 

companion can both listen to your favorite AppleTV+ 

show or the latest game from Apple Arcade.

Think of AirFly USB-C as a wireless headphone 

splitter for iPad Pro and MacBook that lets you  

share your music and share the fun.

Key Facts:

 · Connects two pairs of wireless headphones  
to iPad Pro or USB-C device 

 · Enjoy music, movies and entertainment  
with a friend 

 · Easy-to-use dual button design pairs both 
headphones in seconds 

 · Built-in battery lasts 20+ hours & includes  
pass-through charging

Compatibility:

 · Most wireless headphones 

 · Apple AirPods & AirPods Pro

Part Number:

 · 12-1912
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AirSnap
Carry (and protect) your AirPods in style

Slip your AirPods Charging Case into AirSnap to keep your pricey 

earbuds safe and sound but still easily accessible. Hook the built-in 

swivel clip to your backpack or bag and you’ll never have to search for 

where you left your AirPods again! When your battery is low, charge 

your AirPods via Lightning, or simply place AirSnap on your wireless 

charger – without having to remove the case.  

Key Facts: 

 · Protective, stylish case designed to 
protect AirPods

 · Incorporated metal clip keeps AirSnap 
attached to your bag or backpack 

 · Secure snap closure keeps AirPods 
protected when on-the-go 

 · Bottom cut-out for convenient charging

Compatibility:

 · Apple AirPods

Part Number:

 · 12-1802 (Black Leather)

 · 12-1803 (Cognac Leather)

 · 12-1804 (Deep Teal Leather) 

 · 12-1916 (Twill Smoke)

 · 12-1917 (Twill Fog)
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AirSnap Pro
Carry (and protect) your AirPods Pro in in colorful new ways

AirSnap Pro is a leather case designed to protect, carry and 

charge your AirPods Pro + Wireless Charging Case. Tucked inside 

AirSnap, your AirPods Pro Wireless Charging Case is protected, 

while allowing you to charge AirPods Pro wirelessly or via 

Lightning Cable. Use the removable AirSnap S-clip to attach your 

AirPods Pro to a backpack, purse or attach your gym pass or keys 

to the handy clip. We also include a nylon wristlet for a third way 

way to keep your AirPods Pro close to you. 

Key Facts: 

 · Leather case protects AirPods Pro + 
Charging Case

 · Included S-clip lets you attach AirSnap 
to a purse, keys or gym pass

 · Charge AirPods Pro in-case via 
Lightning or wirelessly 

 · Nylon wristlet included for additional 
way to carry

Compatibility:

 · Apple AirPods

Part Number:

 · 12-1967 (Black Leather)

 · 12-1968 (Cognac Leather)

 · 12-1969 (Slate Blue Leather) 
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Thank you.  

We appreciate you taking the time to browse our catalog of  

made-for-Apple accessories. You can find more product  

details and images on our website. Visit our social media  

pages to hear our amazing customers sing our praises.
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